
The Tomorrow’s Threats Require a 
New Enterprise Security Paradigm

Simpatico Systems and SentinelOne  
Autonomous Al Platform
One platform to prevent, detect, respond, and hunt in the context of 
all enterprise assets. See what has never been seen before. Control the 
unknown. All at machine speed.

Simpatico & SentinelOne Delivers Security and Business Wins
Complete SOC Services
Implement advanced operations without the need for in-house security expertise. The complete Fortify SOC 
analyzes quarantined applications and files, reducing false positives and ensuring comprehensive 
protection. We take care of the challenges of cybersecurity while you focus on your business. 

Threat Detection
Our solution rapidly recognizes thousands of viruses and malware attack variants, including cryptomining 
attacks, as well as the root causes of these malicious behaviors, by quickly identifying and diagnosing 
corrupt source processes and system settings.

Response and Remediation
When malicious behavior is detected, Fortify for Endpoint Security will quickly rollback files to previous safe 
versions through tracking changes in your devices and restoring them to an acceptable risk state.

Next-Generation Endpoint Security
SentinelOne's platform uses unique malware detection and remediation technology. This solution 
incorporates the industry’s most innovative prevention, providing visibility into the root causes and origins 
of the threat, reversing the malicious operations and remediating them at an agile speed as needed. 

Key Benefits
Real-Time Endpoint 
Protection

Multiple patented AI 
algorithms protect against the 
widest array of threat vectors. 
Eliminate dependency on 
connectivity, cloud latency, 
and human intervention. On-
device AI prevents known and 
unknown threats in real time.

Active Detection & 
Response

Devices self defend and heal 
themselves by stopping 
processes, quarantining, 
remediating, and even rolling 
back events to surgically keep 
endpoints in a perpetually 
clean state. Hunt more  
and pivot less.

On-Demand Security 
Operations

Threats and attackers target 
SMBs the same as big 
enterprise firms, leveraging 
the same tactics. We provide 
a security operations center 
(SOC) that scales protection 
with your business, providing 
the staff necessary to drive 
threat remediation.

Ransomeware 
Peace of Mind

A $1m warranty is included 
to cover costs for 
ransomware in the 
unlikelihood it is unable to 
protect or remediate. While 
it is not likely ransomware 
will ever impact you when 
using SentinelOne, it’s nice 
to know you are covered. 
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Exceptional Third-Party Test Results

Securing the Best of the Best
At Simpatico Systems and SentinelOne, customers are #1. Global industry leaders across every vertical thoroughly test 
and select us as their endpoint security solution of today and tomorrow. We protect trillions of dollars of enterprise value 
across millions of endpoints. The SentinelOne platform safeguards the world’s creativity, communications, and 
commerce on devices and in the cloud.

®

See What Customers Are Saying About SentinelOne

FINANCE

“It is a superb product in every sense, and 
I would not hesitate to recommend this to 
everyone”
Information Security Analyst

MANUFACTURING

“Simplicity and time to production is 
unmatched. Powerful tool and not overly 
complicated”
Senior Security Engineer

GOVERNMENT

“Does advanced AV and EDR right –
effective and easy to deploy”
Company CISO

SERVICES

“Don’t let the ease of use and deployment 
fool you. This is the real deal”
Company CIO

LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION? Visit Simpatico Systems website for more details.
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